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Alumni of North America
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Editor Satyanarayana Nelluri
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President’s Note
Dear Alumni,
Every school takes pride through the accomplishments of its students. Over last five
decades, Guntur Medical College feels that pride not only through countless achievements
of its Alumni but also through their interest in and contributions to their alma mater. For
more than twenty five years, GMCANA has taken leadership role in helping their alma
mater to develop into a premier institute. In this regard, GMCANA has earned its elite
position among various alumni organizations. This has been possible only through
dedication, passion and commitment that all of us have shown towards our mother
institution.
Over the years, GMCANA has completed several projects both at Guntur Medical College
and Government General Hospital, Guntur. We never stop to build on the success that
has been achieved. Despite tough economic times, our generous alumni came forward to
support the ongoing projects such as providing state of art Audiovisuals to class rooms,
Library/E-Library development and Pediatric water project. With our committed
leadership, dedicated and generous alumni, we are able to move forward to the next phase
with the Podila – GMCANA Superspeciality & Trauma Center project.
GMCANA celebrated 11th biennial reunion over the last Labor Day weekend in Dallas,
Texas. It was truly a memorable event. Kudos to the organizing committee chaired by
Narasimha Rao Vemula, class of 1967. Everybody walked away with memories that are
joyful and would hold together the bond of friendship and fellowship of our alumni.
Following these wonderful reunions, you always wish those long weekends would last
much longer!
A new tradition has been started to celebrate golden and silver jubilee class reunions
every year. It is always a very nostalgic experience to visit our alma mater along with
your own class mates. I am privileged to attend 1958 batch golden jubilee class reunion
celebrations in December 2008. It was truly an amazing and humble experience to meet
teachers to teachers of my teachers. Class of 1983 also celebrated their silver jubilee class
reunion. Let us congratulate them and encourage rest of our alumni also to celebrate their
class reunions at our alma mater.
GMCANA will continue to take up various projects in accordance to its mission statement.
It is time to turn our page on to our grand project at GGH that will surely advance our
mission at GGH - the Podila GMCANA Superspeciality & Trauma Center. I like to humbly
request, and look forward to receive, your generous support in completion of this
magnanimous project. Of course, as always, contributions are appropriately recognized.
I would also like to call upon all Alumni of Guntur Medical College around the globe to
come together as one GMC family to achieve this success.
Sincerely

Satyanarayana Nelluri
Class of ‘81

11TH BIENNIAL REUNION
August 30 – September 1, 2008 Dallas, Texas
GMCANA celebrated 11th biennial reunion over the
Labor Day weekend of 2008 at Westin Park Central in
Dallas, Texas. Andhra, Rangaraya and Sidhartha Medical
Alumni also joined the GMC alumni in celebrating our
biennial reunion. The reunion was very well attended
by both senior and junior alumni members with their
families. It was also remarked by milestone individual
class reunions, 1967 batch with their 40 year and 1988
batch with their 20 year class reunions. Both of them
were well attended. These
individual class reunions were
truly global reunions with several
of 1967 batch alumni attended from
India and United Kingdom.
The reunion celebrations started
with a golf outing on the morning
of Saturday, August 30. Our
seasoned golfers enjoyed their
round of golf at Fire wheel golf
course in Garland, Texas. The
organization committee hosted
dinner and entertainment on
Saturday evening at South fork
Ranch, the most famous ranch in the world from the
television series “Dallas”. The entire evening was filled
with lot of fun activities. Texas Rodeo show was exciting
for both adults and children alike. The dinner was a true
reflection of southern hospitality, a feast of Tex- Mex.
This was followed by a wonderful evening of
entertainment. Children of our alumni actively
participated with their performances including singing,
individual and group dancing. The members of 1967
batch entertained us with their hilarious play let,
followed by Duryodhana Ekapatrabhinayanam by
Ankineedu Prasad Nannapaneni (’81). The rest of the
evening had gotten only better with mimicry
entertainment performance by the popular Shiva Reddy,
from India.
The Continuing Medical Education activities were
successfully held on the morning of Sunday. Krishna
Babu Chunduri (’67) arranged an excellent program
covering various topics from Diabetes, Gastroenterology,
Cardiology and Nephrology. All the lectures were very
interesting and interactive with ample audience
participation as well. Following a delicious lunch, the
general body meeting was conducted with more than
one hundred members in attendance. It was focused on
various current and future projects of GMCANA. Lot of
enthusiasm and overwhelming support was expressed

by our members for the Podila - GMCANA Super
Specialty & Trauma Center. The venue was very spacious
for different exhibitors who beautifully displayed their
jewelry, clothing, and several other wares. Our members
and families certainly kept them busy.
The Sunday evening started with all formally dressed
up Alumni lined up for group photo as well as individual
class photos. This was followed by the grand gala event.
After welcoming remarks by the Convener Narasimha
Rao Vemula (’67), the guest of
honor Dr.Joshi Williams, President
of Texas Medical Association
addressed the gathering about
contributions of Alumni for the
betterment of their Alma mater.
Following President Uma Devi
Gavani (’65)’s address and
introduction of new executive
committee led by Satyanarayana
Nelluri ((’81), Venkata Prasad
Podila (’81) was felicitated for his
generous contribution towards the
Podila GMCANA project. The
enthusiasm and excitement that was shown about this
project was awe inspiring and quite overwhelming. This
was followed by a delicious authentic Andhra style
dinner with all traditional Telugu dishes including even
andhra avakaya and gongura. Attendees were
entertained by playback singer Anand and his troop
from India. The wonderful entertainment drew a lot of
the alumni on to the dancing floor, enjoying the company
of friends till midnight.
Our new executive committee met on Monday morning
along with the building committee and the board of
trustees. Various projects and future agenda for the
coming year were planned. We were also very delighted
to have among us GMCANA chief coordinator YVS
Prabhakar (’69) and coordinator Gade Krishna Murthy
(’71).
This reunion was a great success and will remain as one
of the most memorable events, thanks to the hard work
of several alumni including the Convener Narasimha
Rao Vemula (’67), Co Conveners Krishna Babu Chunduri
(’67), Rajendra Prasad Sarva (’67), Srinivasa Reddy Alla
(’83) and Sita Boppanna (’82).
All the attendees left the reunion with a lot of pleasant
memories and looking forward to our next biennial
reunion in 2010.
GMCANA-June 2009
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11TH Biennial Reunion

GMCANA AUDITORIUM REPORT
Ramaraja Bhushanudu Yalavarthi (Class of 1967)
It has been over four years since our Global alumni
Homecoming in January 2005 at the momentous
inauguration of GMCANA Auditorium in Guntur
Medical College. It seems like yesterday in our minds
and still gives me goose bumps reminiscing about the
excitement and camaraderie.
The Auditorium has been the pride and joy of all the
students and staff of GMC and GGH. Several lectures,
mini conferences, lecture demonstrations and small
group meetings are taking place routinely in DR. KRR
Lecture Hall. The Tripuraneni Reading Room is a
cozy, quiet retreat being used to the fullest extent by
many students, and in cool comfort in the summer,
funded by the students voluntarily. Dr. Nuthakki

Auditorium, without disrupting the college
environment made it more palatable to the students
and the customers as well. We owe a lot of gratitude
to the U& M Committee and especially our
coordinators, Dr. P.V. Hanumantha Rao, Dr. Y.V.S.
Prabhakar, Dr. G. Krishna Murthy, Dr. Bala Baskara
Rao and our staff at the Auditorium for their dedicated
services.
Annual college day and Freshers’ day, class reunions
and graduation ceremonies are regular features in a
grand fashion. Several medically related movie
screenings drew huge crowds. The Golden Jubilee
of the class of 1958, Ruby Jubilee of 1967, and Grand
Reunion of 1983 batches lighted up the premises of
the Auditorium. A recent convocation ceremony says
it all.
The U & M Committee under the leadership of the
Principal is taking an active role in making sure the
facility will be self sufficient. However, they are
sensitive to the needs of the students and staff,
carefully balancing the educational and economic
demands for the successful operation of the
Auditorium and meeting our mission in advancing
state of the art learning environment at GMC and
GGH.

Recreation Center is fully accessible to the students
and staff with ample space and provisions for
refreshing breaks from the grueling studies. The
Yalavarthi - Uppuluri Theater in the Auditorium has
been hailed as the “best in its class in Andhra Pradesh,
if not the entire south” by many professional
performers. Despite our initial concerns about its
limited usage, the Auditorium has become a hot spot
in Guntur for many functions.

Please make sure you visit GMCANA Auditorium on
your next trip to Guntur and feel the spirit of GMC
family in every inch of the beautiful facility. Any of
our alumni can present guest lectures in the
Auditorium by making prior arrangements with
GMCANA.

The Utilization and Management committee has been
very active in making the facility attractive to diverse
groups and occasions. GMCANA Auditorium has
been the choice venue for over 30 medical, social,
community service, cultural and happy family events
like wedding receptions in the last year. The
availability of direct access from a side street to the
GMCANA-June 2009
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PODILA PRASAD-GMCANA
SUPER SPECIALITY&TRAUMA CENTER
Sriharidas Kanuru (‘60), Chairman, Building Committee
GMCANA is proud to present the planning and
construction of a new building facility at Government
General Hospital. The modern structure will
accommodate a trauma center along with other sub
specialties of medicine and surgery. This building was
made possible by the generous donation of Rs. 50
million by our alumnus Dr. Podila Venkata Prasad
(Class of 1981). The Government of A.P. contributed
another Rs. 50 million to the project. The Government
agreed with the memorandum of understanding and
GMCANA’s plans to build the entire project as a public
and private partnership undertaking. This gives us the
ability to design and
construct
a
quality
structure to meet the
requirements for the
present and the foreseeable
future. The cost to finish
three floors and a basement
along with the foundation
to accommodate six floors
is estimated at Rs. 150
million. As of today some
of our alumni have
donated about half of the
required funds. We hope
that more alumni will rise
to the occasion to meet the
challenge and deliver it to the service of needy people
in our home land and to help our alma mater. The
estimated time to finish the project is 18 to 24 months.
Bhargava associates who have vast experience in
designing hospitals and medical buildings have
undertaken the project designs. The construction
contract was issued last month to a reputable contractor
from Vijayawada. They are close to clearing the land
and begin digging for the foundation. We also hired a
structural engineer to supervise the quality of work and
construction as planned. Our chief co-coordinator Dr.
6
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Y.V.S. Prabhakar and the district collector as Chairman
of Hospital Development Society have joint authority
to approve the bills and payments for the construction.
This undertaking is not as easy of a job as one would
wish because of Government funding and challenges
of bureaucracy. However, the relentless efforts of our
organization along with the tenacity and dedication of
our organizers have achieved a major first step and we
are extremely proud of it. The difficulties in the future
include securing further funding from the Government,
fund raising from our alumni and possible unexpected
obstacles during construction. We are prepared to face
the challenges as they arise
in time.
The only reason that we are
very
confident
of
successfully completing
this major undertaking is
because of your undaunted
support and love to our
alma mater, evident from
our Auditorium project.
Our commitment and
dedication are unparalleled
by any other alumni
association activities in our
entire state. Our accomplishments are proof that “we
care” as our logo of GMCANA depicts. There is no
greater reason to feel proud of ourselves and our
alumni!
Please visit our website www.gmcana.org to monitor
the progress of our activities. We hope that you join
hands with other alumni to make this project a reality
so we can serve the needs of the community we grew
up in. We need your help. Your participation and
support are significant assets to our organization which
we are very proud of.

GMCANA PROJECTS AT GMC/GGH, 2008 – 2009
Over the years, GMCANA has successfully completed
several projects in compliance with our mission statement.
All of these projects are well received and helpful with
student education and patient care. The local staff may
approach our coordinators with request for various projects
and leadership always tries to match them with interested
alumni donors based on their interest. We like to request
our members also to think about any project which they
may like to do by themselves or to do together with their
friends and classmates. You can always approach the
leadership for further review of the project and who can
help to bring your ideas into reality. In addition to PodilaGMCANA project, the following is the list of projects, some
of them is completed and others in progress. We like to thank
all the donors for their generous support and commitment
they have shown for the betterment of our Alma mater.
AUDIOVISUALS:
Over the last two
years,
ALL
lecture galleries
have
been
renovated with
the improvement of physical
facilities under
the leadership of
Uma
Gavani
‘(65). Staff and
students have
requested GMCANA to provide audiovisual equipment for
these class rooms as it has become necessity to have these
class rooms equipped for power point presentations in day
to day teaching. Students also showed their commitment
by creating a corpus fund, with their own donations, to cover
expenses for repairs and ongoing maintenance. Each class
room needs a CPU, screen, LCD projector and sound system.
We identified about six class rooms in need and so far we
have completed providing audiovisuals to three class rooms.
This has been possible only with generous donation from
our alumni, Panduranga Rao Lingam (’61), Ramakrishna
Prasad Valluripalli (’65) and Kutumba Rao Veluvolu (’66)
who donated $1000 each for one class room. Sarma & Lyla
Challa (’66) have donated $15,000 for providing
audiovisuals to the remaining five class rooms. We like to
thank these donors who have made a significant impact on
students’ education.
DIGITAL CAMERA: Bhaskar Tripuraneni (’74) has donated
Olympus C-8080 digital camera. This was presented to the
Principal Dr.K.Achyutha Rao by Ravikumar Tripuraneni
(’71) during his recent visit to GMC.
E-LIBRARY: We are pleased to announce official
inauguration of E-Library by the Principal Dr.K.Atchyutha
Rao. It is located on the second floor of GMCANA

auditorium - a part of Tripuraneni CME center .We have
about
ten
computer stations
originally donated
by Ravikumar
Tripuraneni (’71).
We
have
established broadband service. Now
students and staff
have
free
unlimited access
to “MD consult”
thanks to the
generosity of our alumni Vemareddy and Usha Rani Challa
(‘71). Several other online journals including the three
American Thoracic Society journals, Anesthesiology
journals and other electronic journals are also available. This
is very well received by the Students, Postgraduates and
Staff. We like to thank our alumni for their generous support.
N E B U L I Z E R S :
GMCANA donated two
nebulizers to the fever
hospital at request of the
staff. These are being
used every day and
found to be very useful to
the patient care.
N U T H A K K I
RECREATION CENTER /GYMNASIUM: Nuthakki
recreation center was established in memory of our beloved
teacher Dr.Nuthakki Venkateswara Rao and is located in the
ground floor of GMCANA auditorium. I am very pleased
to announce that we
c o m p l e t e d
furnishing
the
Center with chairs,
some games like
caroms and table
tennis.
Now
students are using
this as a true
recreation center.
S t u d e n t
Gymnasium is also a part of Nuthakki recreation center but
located in the building across the GMCANA auditorium.
Gym was officially inaugurated on Feb 8, 2008. Gopala Rao
Tatineni (’74) has generously donated Rs 100,000 and the
rest of the funds were contributed by GMCANA. We like to
thank our members for their generous support in completing
this project and paying tribute to our beloved teacher - late
Dr.Nuthakki Venkateswara Rao.
Continued on page 8
GMCANA-June 2009
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Continued from page 7
PEDIATRIC WATER PROJECT: During his recent trip to
GGH, Srihari Das Kanuru (’60) came to know by surprise
that current pediatric ward does not have any running
water system. By recognizing the need, he immediately
sent the needed contribution for completion of this project.
This is in progress and will be completed soon. Over the
years, Srihari Das kanuru (’60) has been very instrumental
in completing various projects in the department of
Pediatrics. GMCANA likes to express our sincere
appreciation for his support and commitment.
PATIENT BEDS TO GGH: GMCANA has donated eighty
patient beds mostly to Psychiatry unit with generous

contribution from Jagadish Babu Gaddipati (’68) in the
name of his parents Sri Ramamohan Rao & Smt Kasturi
Devi. Patients were in very much need of these beds. We
like to thank Jagadish Babu Gaddipati (’68) who has
generously supported completion of this and several other
projects.
PHYSIOLOGY SEMINAR ROOM: GMCANA renovated
the seminar room in the department of Physiology at the
request of staff and postgraduate students. This renovation
was essential in improving class room facilities for
postgraduates and also in satisfying MCI inspection
guidelines. We are also pleased to inform you that, partly
because of our efforts, PG courses in Physiology are now
recognized by Medical council of India.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
September 2008 - May 2009
Presented by Dharamavarapu Venkateswara Rao

Income & Donations
Audio-Visual Equipment
$17,000.00
Kancherla Aruna Prasad Memorial $8,750.00
Library Improvement
$100.00
E- Library Donation
$350.00
Dallas Convention -2008
$49,840.34
Podila-GMCANA Project
$614,524.00
Holiday Fund Raising
$1,551.00
Class of “88 endowment donation $10,000.00
Pediatrics
$500.00
Life Membership Dues
$4,500.00
Dividend & Interest for Sept-Dec’08$14,311.28
Dividend & Interest for YTD 2009 $16,818.32

Total

EXPENSES

$738,244.94
Upto May 2009

Podila-GMCANA Project
$194,890.00
Printing and Mailing
$21,176.86
FGMK LLC (Accounting Fee)
$5,159.00
Fundraising Expenses for PG Project $460.00
GMCANA Awards
$2,675.00
Psychiatry Beds
$5,000.00
Gymnasium & Audio Visuals
$10,420.00

Total
8
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$239,780.86

Dividend & Interest Details Jan - May 31 ‘09
Life Membership Fund
Auditorium Fund
General Fund
Endowment Fund
Citibank A/C

$2,470.90
$2,537.67
$1,965.76
$3,961.13

(PG + Money Market + Checking)

$5,882.86

Total
ACCOUNT BALANCE

$16,818.32
YTD May 2009

Life Membership Fund
Auditorium Fund
General Fund
Endowment Fund

$130,464.27
$137,385.56
$69,313.87
$288,914.44

Citibank Money Market Account
Citibank Checking Account
Citibank PODILA-GMCANA Project

Total

$69,453.20
$1,672.34
$680,936.99

$1,378,140.67

NEW LIFE MEMBERS
Boppana
Chadalavada
Challa
Challapalli
Challapalli
Chittoor
Dharmavarapu
Garikaparti
Gondi
Kanuri
Katrgadda
Ketha
Mandadapu
Neerukonda
Movva
Sajja
Surapaneni
Thota

We like to welcome the following alumni who
recently became life members of GMCANA.
The strength of any organization depends on
its membership. We request all alumni to
become life members by paying one - time
dues of $250. For your convenience the
registration form is included in the news
letter or you can download it from our
website www.gmcana.org. You can find out
if you are already life member or not by
checking the 2008 directory where all life
members are marked by an asterisk next to
their name or by writing it to our
Membership committee chairman Bapu
Chand Aluri (’81) at docabc@yahoo.com or
by calling 928-373-2278. We also like you to
update your information on our web if there
are any changes.
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Sita
NandaKishore
Vema Reddy
John
Krishnakumari
Srinivas
Venkateswara Rao
MohanKishore
Rama
Karunasree
Raghuram
Sumana
Srinivasa R.
Latha
Usharani
Saibhaskar
Prasad L
Venkat
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1982
1966
1971
1957
1957
1972
1980
1972
1980
1988
1986
1984
1987
1985
1972
1984
1972
1979
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GMCANA NEW ENDOWMENT FUND
“Chandrakala, Kavitha & Rajyalakshmi memorial endowment fund in Biochemistry class of 1988”
As a memorial and tribute, members of the class of 1988 have established the “Biochemistry
Endowment Fund, in recognition of their classmates, Chandrakala Kothamasu, Kavitha
(Chittineni) Mummaneni and Rajyalakshmi Chaparala. An award will be given
annually during GMCANA awards function to a student with highest score in final
examination of Biochemistry.
This endowment was established with A donation of $10,000 from
HEMALATHA VASIREDDY ; RAVIKANT YARLAGADDA
RAVIKUMAR KAMEPALLI; SAMATA KANAGALA
SUNITHA POTLURI; V KOTESWARA RAO MARELLA
V.PADMAJA MALLIDI; VIJAYA LAKSHMI SUNKARA
V.R. CHOUDHARY RAYANI; YASODA DEVABHAKTUNI .
GMCANA-June 2009 9

GMCANA MEMBERSHIP DATA UPDATE &
PODILA PRASAD – GMCANA SUPER SPECIALTY &
TRAUMA CENTER DONATION FORM
Last Name

First Name

Year of Joining GMC

Specialty

Address

City

State

ZIP

Email

Home Tel

Office Tel

Spouse First Name

Spouse Yr of Joining (If from GMC)

Child’s First Name

SEX (M /F)

Date of Birth

MaritalStatus

Education

Career Goals

You can also submit the information through our website www.gmcana.org at Membership link. If you are not a
life member you may join by paying $250. (Check addressed to GMCANA)
I am / we are excited to be contributing to the improvement of our alma mater by joining the Podila – GMCANA
Project Partnership and would like to be: (Circle one and specify the amount of contribution)
Amount
Donor $2,000 - $4,999 ______________
Benefactor $5,000 - $9,999 ______________
Grand Benefactor $10,000 and above ______________
Contributor less than $2,000 ______________
I/We would like this donation, for the amount of $____________________ recognized in the following name/s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Last Name
First Name
Middle Name
Year Joined
Spouse’s Name
Names of all donors are etched on the “Wall of Recognition” in the building permanently in the specific category appropriately
Please make your tax-deductible donation check to GMCANA with a memo to “Podila GMCANA Project” and mail to

10
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GMCANA,
1744 Stifel Lane Dr
Chesterfield, MO 63017

DONORS LIST
Podila - GMCANA Project

Audio-Visual Equipment

Last Name

Name

Check $

Podila
Gavani
Aluri
Nagabhairu
Ponnuru
Nallamothu
Gaddipati
Narla
Nelluri
Pathuri
Pavuluri
Sagireddy
Talluri
Thota
Uppuluri
Kanuru
Gummadi
Lachamsetty
Machiraju
Rambhala
Vemuru
Vindhya
Zampani
Ganti
Gudipati
Gudipati
Kakani
Katta
Kilaru
Mulpur
Patibandla
Podila
Prathipati
Kata
Vemula
Allamneni
Anne
Narla
Vuppula
Nimmagadda
Nuthi
Vennem
Lingamallu
Lingamallu

Prasad & Jayasree
Uma & Ramachandra Rao
Bapuchand
Lalbahadur & Vijaya
Bhaskaramurthi &Lalitha Sree
Nasaraiah & Gouthami
Jagadeesh
Nirmala Kumari
Satyanarayana
Venkataram Prasad
Srinivas
Babureddy & Bharathi
Jeevika Rani
Venkat
Subba Rao
Sriharidas
SivaSagar & Bharathi
Nageswara Rao
Venkata Ratnam
Lalitha
Ravikumar & Anuradha
Premkumarchand
Symasundara Babu
Suryaprakash & Aruna
Chalapathi Rao
Suhasini & Chalapathi
Krishnakumari
Sadasiva Rao & Shoba
Ramanadhan
Gowtham & Vijaya
Srihari & Lakshmi
Sobha Rani
Lakshmi & Kumara
Venkateswara Rao
Narasimha Rao
Kaleswara Rao
Ramaseshu
Jyothsna
Aparna
GayatriDevi
Srikrishna
Ramakrishna
SK. Cattamanchi
SK. Cattamanchi

$250,000.00
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$50,000.00
$34,000.00
$25,001.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$20,000.00
$12,500.00
$12,500.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$2,500.00
$2,500.00
$2,001.00
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$1,116.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$116.00
$40.00

Vallurupalli
Veluvolu
Lingam
Challa

Ramakrishna Prasad
Kutumba Rao
Panduranga Rao
Sharma & Lyla

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$15,000.00

E-Library
Prasad
Indirarani
Githikonda
Suryakumari
Endowment fund in Biochemistry-Class of 1988
Hemalatha
Vasireddy
Ravikant
Yarlagadda
Ravikumar
Kamepalli
Samata
Kanagala
Sunitha
Potluri
V.Koteswara Rao
Marella
V.Padmaja
Mallidi
Vijaya Lakshmi
Sunkara
V.R.Choudhary
Rayani
Yasoda
Devabhaktuni

$250.00
$100.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

General Fund
Nelluri

Satyanarayana

$250.00

Holiday Fund Raising
Vempaty
Mudragada
Vullaganti

Hanumantha Rao
Surya Rao
Rama Rao

$100.00
$100.00
$101.00

Kancherla Aruna Prasad Memorial
Vadlamudi
Kurapati
Sompalli
Kondaveeti
Tummala
Nootheti
Manne
Uppuluri
Ponugati
Vanapalli
Mulpuru
Mikkilineni
Nelluri
Kanuru
Paruchuru

Lakshmi
Subba Reddy
Sivarama K. Prasad
Kotayya
Seshagiri Rao
Vidya Sagar
Murthy GK
Subba Rao
Nagarjuna
Manga Raju
Sreekrishna
Hymavathy
Satyanarayana
Sriharidas
Prasadarao

$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$250.00
$250.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$250.00
$500.00
$500.00

Library improvement Fund
Dasari

Sriramakrishna

$100.00

Sriharidas

$500.00

Pediatrics
Kanuru
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NINTH ANNUAL GMCANA AWARDS
Ravikumar Tripuraneni ( ’71 ) , Chairman, Endowment Committee

The ninth annual GMCANA awards Function was held with the GMCOSA day celebrations on Feb 8, 2009.
We are pleased to announce a new endowment fund this year in memory of our past president Dr.Kancherla
Aruna Prasad (’60) who passed away on October 25, 2008. To pay their respect, his classmates, friends and
leaders of GMCANA, under the leadership of Dr. Srihari Das Kanuru, established the “Dr.Kancherla Aruna
Prasad memorial Endowment scholarship”. Scholarship will be awarded each year for academically bright
but economically disadvantaged students. The first two scholarships of Rs 10000 each were given by Mrs.
Parvathi Kancherla on the eve of 9th GMCANA awards function.

Awardees for 2009
Anne Pedagopalarao and Nirmala endowment fund
in Internal Medicine:
B. Pallavi
Smt & Sri Tulasi Mahalaxmi & Nagabhushnam
Goriparthi endowment Fund in Obst & Gyn
Syed Ishart Fatima
Smt Devabhaktuni Suguna Endowment Fund in
Pathology:
Tulasi Ponduri
Sri Thota Subba Rao & Smt Veera Raghavamma
Endowment Fund in General Surgery:
B.Pallavi
Sri Vasireddy Seetathpati & SmtGowri Devi
Scholarship fund
a.
Highest rank in EAMCET : C. Neetha
b.
First in first MBBS: Udaya Kanth Panda
Sri Tummmala Ramakrishna Sastrullu Memorial
Fund:
Priyadarshini Mekala
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Dr. Gokaraju Hari Rao Endowment Fund in Anatomy
:
Udaya Kanth Panda
Dr. Duggirala Subramanyam Memorial Endowment
Fund in Physiology:
Chaitanya Nuka
Tummala Ramabrahmam, M.D, memorial GMCANA
Research Endowment Fund.
Dr. D.S.Raju Naidu, MD & Ch.Kereena.
Dondapati Radhika & Munnangi Sreenivas
Scholarship:
P. Rajanadha Reddy
Dr. Mandava Sreemannarayana Murthy, M.D,
Memorial Endowment Fund :
Dept of General surgery
GMCANA Anesthesiologists Endowment Fund:
Anesthesia Text books and reference books worth Rs 20,0000
were donated.
Dr.Kancherala Aruna Prasad endowment fund for
economically disadvantaged and academically bright
students:
Y. Rama Kishore (2007 batch) and T.Dinakar ( 2004 Batch)

GMC NEWS
Guntur Medical College Old Students Association
(GMCOSA)

GMCOSA day was celebrated on February 8th, 2009.
Program started after garlanding the statues of
Smt.Achanta Rukminamma and Sri.Tanguturi
Prakasam near the Principal’s office. Dr.Bhaskaran,
former Vice-Chancellor of NTR University of Health
Sciences was the chief guest. It was well attended with
more than 300 members joining with their families.
After opening remarks by GMCOSA president
Gopichand Mannam, CME program was conducted
with speakers featuring M.Gopalakrishna and
K.Jaganmohana Rao covering broad based topics.
GMCOSA announced a gold medal to be given every
year for the best outgoing student. 9th GMCANA
awards were also presented during this function. This
was followed by a joyous evening filled with fun and
entertainment.
GMC/GGH VISIT BY HEALTH SECRETARY

The principal secretary of health & medical education
of Government of Andhra Pradesh, Sri J.
Satyanarayana I.A.S, visited Guntur Medical College
and Government General Hospital on Friday 20th,
March 2009. He also visited GMCANA Auditorium
along with the District collector Sri Jayesh Ranjan,
I.A.S and learned about all the projects that
GMCANA has undertaken over the years. After
complementing the GMCANA he promised the
support from the government in developing Guntur
Medical College as one of the premier institution in
the country. He also expressed his enthusiasm and
support for completion of Podila Prasad GMCANA
Super Specialty & Trauma center. GMCANA trust
chairman Dr.K.Basavapunnaiah and GMCANA chief
coordinator Dr.YVS Prabhakar presented a cheque
for Rs. One crore as GMCANA’s initial contribution
towards this project.
CLASS OF 2003 CONVOCATION:
A very dignified, elegant, and well attended
graduation ceremony was conducted for the class of
2003 on Saturday 30 th, May 2009. Their faculty,
families and friends joined them in celebrating these
pride moments. As you see in these pictures, there
may not be any other better place than GMCANA
Auditorium for celebrating this joyous occasion.
It is very refreshing and rewarding to see these young
doctors successfully graduating from this prestigious
Medical College. GMCANA is very pleased to note
the budding doctors being able to imprint this
accomplishment in their memories for a long time to
come. Congratulations and Best wishes to ALL!

GMCANA-June 2009
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MEET GMCANA COORDINATORS:

ANDHRA MEDICAL GRADUATES
REUNION, UK 2009
Submitted by Dr.Velagapudi Bapuji Rao (‘63)
AMGR is entering its 25th year, an achievement as many
such organisations even don’t reach their teens.Guntur
Medical College hosted the 24th reunion,a curtain raiser
for the silver jubilee year. This years function is
coordinated by Chadalawada Subba Rao(1964) &
Potluri Ramesh(1973), General practitioners working
in Stoke on Trent,West Midlands.

Dr.YVS Prabhakar (’69)
Chief coordinator

Dr, V. Balabhaskara Rao (’71)

Dr. PV Hanumantha Rao (’72) Dr. G,Krishna Murhty(’71)

Our Coordinates are the back bone and pillars of
GMCANA. They are the executors and implementers
of all our projects with out whom we would not have
been able to accomplish what we have. Their
dedication and commitment is unparallel. In spite of
their busy schedules they always have been very
actively involved in every GMCANA project. In
addition, they have organized several educational
programs and are actively involved on a day to day
basis in managing and maintaining the GMCANA
Auditorium. They are members of and actively
involved in the Hospital development Society,
Auditorium management committee, and the building
committee of Podila - GMCANA Super specialty&
trauma center.

GMCANA would like to thank the
Coordinators for their dedication support
and in accomplishing the common goal of
improving our mother institution.
ANNOUNCEMENT:
The 37th annual conference of ‘Association of Physicians
of India’ Andhra pradesh chapter is being hosted by
the Guntur branch in the GMCANA Auditorium on the
5th & 6th of September, 2009. If any of our alumni would
like to participate as a speaker, please contact either
Satyanarayana Nelluri (’81) at 209-487-4999 /
nelluri1@gmail.com. Or YVS Prabhakar (’69),
conference convener at dryvsprabhakar@gmail.com.
14
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AMGR functions involve felicitations to our teachers
at the Medical School, to eminent colleagues &
celebrities from Arts, Literature or drama. It was a
pleasure for our alumni to see Dr.Maddineni
Gopalakrishna, past honorary surgeon & chief of Sixth
Surgical Unit at Govt General Hospital, Guntur. At 75
he is still a busy practitioner, educationist&
philanthropist, possessing “ever green” qualities. We
also invited Dr.Paturi Vishnupriya Rao, Professor &
head of the dept of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Nizam’s Institute of Medical Sciences to participate in
CME with his lecture on biomarkers of Diabetes. Our
two other guests were the recipients of coveted
Padmasree awards. Sri Yarlagadda Lakshmi Prasad is
the chairman of A.P Hindi Academy &Head of Hindi
Dept, Andhra University and Padmasree Lavu
Narendranath (1971 batch from GMC) Prof of
Orthopaedics, Nizam Institute & was the principal
investigator in the development of Floor Reaction
Orthosis below knee callipers for polio victims.
One of the highlights of this year’s cultural programme
was the participation by the youngsters from our own
families with their music, & dances. The melodies from
Dr.Nagabhyru Appa Rao& his team, playlet by
Dr.Kadiyala Vivekananda murthy, magazine edited &
produced by Dr.Velagapudi Bapuji Rao& the video
technology from Dr.Chandrasekhar Bhimarasetty are
the other necessary ingredients which made this years
GMC hosted AMGR unforgettable. The magazine cover
picture by Sri Bapu is commissioned by AMGR to
celebrate the 200 th birthday of Charles Darwin
combining the evolutionary concept embedded in
Dasavataras.

CLASS REUNIONS
CLASS OF 1958 GOLDEN JUBILEE REUNION
1958 batch celebrated their Golden Jubilee reunion
December 6-7, 2008 at GMCANA Auditorium in Guntur.
The impressive gathering was attended by 64 classmates
with their families and friends. After paying homage to
twenty-six of their classmates who had passed away,
the celebrations kicked off with the reenactment of their
very first roll call by Dr.Gopla Krishna Maddineni

night of entertainment. The next morning, they all
gathered at Fun Asia Banquet Hall, where everyone
introduced themselves, their families and all their
accomplishments. A beautiful souvenir (GMC ’67 Fond
Memories: Rubies from the Rubble) was released. This
is a proud product of Kaladhar, Sambasiva Rao,
Ramaraju and Subbaraya Sarma’s hard work. We all had
a blast pouring over memories of our Grey’s Anatomy
time pictures to the current grey-haired portraits. The
Class of ’67 is in the process of raising $50,000.00
towards the Podilla Prasad Project. The Class of ’67
reunion was one of the highlights of this memorable
GMCANA event. -Narasimharao Vemula (Dallas, TX)
“Some feelings are only felt, not told”. From the time of
admission to the college to completion of Internship,
every moment of life is still memorable to me. It made
me very happy and young to live another few years of
quality life. I hope that all of you agree with me that
our G.M.C gave us good education, ethics in life and
profession and a lot more good friends. As a small token
of gratitude I want to join the projects of uplifting the
college and hospital by donating
RS 1,00,000- Andhra Jyothi (Khammam, A.P.)

wearing his lab coat, who was then working as tutor in
Anatomy. This remarkable event brought out a lot of
nostalgia. Prof. M.Habibullah, Prof. CMK Reddy,
Dr.V.Bhaskara Rao and Dr.G.Venkata Subbaiah were
among the speakers at the CME program. This was
followed by felicitation of former teachers who were
able to attend this function. Among them were former
Vice-Chancellors Prof.C.S.Bhaskaran, Prof. C.
Rajyalakshmi and Padmasree Prof. C.M. Habibullah.
The afternoon session, “Roses in December” served a
great purpose of knowing the entire biographical details
of their classmate friends and their families. The
program was eminently compeered by Dr. Janardhan
Reddy and Dr. Indira Viswanadh. The cultural program
“Swarna Kamalam” featured good music, dance and
entertainment. Prof .Vasudeva Rao Kadiyala said “It is
a day which will be remembered for a long time to
come.” Congratulations to the Golden class of 1958.
CLASS OF 1967 REUNION
The Class of ’67 celebrated their global reunion starting
a day before the GMCANA meeting in Dallas, Texas,
attended by 55 class members and their spouses,
including 6 from India, 3 from England, and the
remaining from the United States. The event started
Friday evening with a beautiful boat ride sailing across
Lewisville Lake that provided as an ice breaker and a

This was one of the happiest moments of my life. It
brought back a lot of memories. It was very emotional
for me. I was thrilled to see everybody and now on a
regular basis recollecting a lot of fond memories every
time I look at the book with our pictures. Please keep in
touch. - Krishna Sastry (NY)
I am still trying to get over the shock/ happiness of
meeting all of you after such a long time. It was beyond
belief. I can’t thank each of you enough for your
contributions in making the reunion a mega success.
Magazine was fantastic. - Sunitha Bonthala (UK)

Continued on page 16

Continued from page 15

What a memorable weekend! Once in a life time
experience! I can not thank enough our dear friends
Krishna Babu and Narasimha Rao, who are
instrumental in getting us all together. A small poem
on this occasion:
67 class railu bandi Nadichindi vadi vadi Vemula,Chunduri
mosaaru Kaadi Moodu rojula sandadi vollu mariche
hadaavidi mugisindi ninnanenandi mallikaluddaam
thondaragaa randi randi - Subbaraya Sarma Katrapati
(Toledo, OH)
I had lots of fun meeting so many of our old friends in
one place. The whole time we were there, it was like a
dream. We had a real blast of time. There is nothing to
compare to it. Words cannot express it. It was a big
success also because of participation of our friends from
UK, and INDIA. I am looking forward to the next
meeting. – Snehalatha (Hobbs, NM)
That was a very memorable event of my life time!! It
was indeed a dream come true to see and physically
shake hands of so many friends of my class after so
many years. I especially was out of touch with almost
everyone since I left in 1975 and quickly realized how
much I missed in life after I met you all and the affection
you all showed on me. I can not get time back but I
promise my self that I will not keep aloof any more and
there is so much of joy to share. I am with you all in any
project that our class of ’67 wants to do for the
construction of our hospital or anything else for our
college. -Srinivasachary and Renu Tamirisa (Houston,
TX)
Since the reunion of our class of 67in Guntur last year
(RUBY JUBILEE), I wished to meet the rest of our
classmates residing in USA who could not attend due
to various reasons. It was a lovely get together. By the
time GMCANA reunion started, we are all one family. I
am taking with me the fond memories of the reunion. –
P V V Raju. (Gangavathi, India)
I had a wonderful time meeting our classmates. It was
an incredible experience. I was very impressed with the
talents and accomplishments of our classmates and I
was very proud to belong to the class of 67 - Lakshmi
kottamasu (Detroit, MI)
I am back in UK and still high! What a week, nothing to
match this experience. I am so happy and proud to see
all our friends happy and content with high
achievements in every walk of life. - Satya Prasad
(London, UK)
It is not often we feel so much love that is so hard to
contain. We cherish the long dormant memories of the
good old days of our lives together at G.M.C. Our
mother will be proud of us all the way from GMC 67 to
16
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2008 onwards! I join every one in congratulating my
good friends who made this event very inspiring and
heart rendering! – Sayijirao (Topeka, KS)
CLASS OF 1983 SILVER JUBILEE REUNION
The class of 1983 celebrated their Silver Jubilee reunion
July 26-28, 2008. More than seventy classmates
participated with their families. The get together opened
at GMCANA auditorium reminiscing good old days
which brought out a lot of nostalgia. After the joyful
meeting, they expressed their gratitude by felicitating
former teachers for making them what they are now.
The classmates and their families then spent a fun filled
weekend at Ramoji Film Studios in Hyderabad.

Padmasri Akkineni Nageswara Rao was the chief guest
at the evening banquet. Congratulations and our best
wishes to the Class of 1983.
CLASS OF 1988 REUNION
Members of the class of 1988, with their families,
celebrated their twenty year class anniversary during the
11th biennial GMCANA reunion in Dallas, Texas. They
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of their reunion with
good old friends and their families. They remembered
their classmates who had unfortunately passed on and
decided to establish an endowment fund in Biochemistry
at our Alma mater in memory of them. Everyone felt that
this is a remarkable milestone expressing their love,
generosity and commitment and vowed to have several
more reunions. We like to congratulate the class of 1988
and wish them the very best.

ALUMNI NEWS
Obituaries
Dr.Kancherla Aruna Prasad, class of 1960, past
president of GMCANA
passed away on October 25th,
2008 in Atlanta, Georgia. He
was born in Vijayawada,
Krishna District in 1944.After
his graduation from GMC in
1967; he worked as assistant
civil surgeon at GGH till 1972
when he migrated to USA.
After his training in
Anesthesia and Pain Management at Illinois Masonic
center, he moved to Atlanta Georgia where he was
in private practice.
He was very active member of GMCANA and served
as President from 1988 to 2000. He was very
instrumental in the initial planning of the GMCANA
auditorium. He was also strong supporter of many
GMCANA projects including his generous donation
to the department of Pathology. He was also very
active member of local community. He was founding
trustee and President of Hindu temple of Atlanta.
He was also President of Telugu association of metro
Atlanta.
In honor of his memory, his classmates, friends and
leaders of GMCANA has instituted an endowment
fund to award scholarships every year for
academically bright but financially disadvanted
students.
He is survived by his wife, daughter and a son (also
a physician). GMCANA will truly miss such a great
leader, generous donor and a committed member of
our organization. Our heartfelt sympathy goes out
to his family and friends.
Dr.Nallamothu Satyanarayana, class of 1960, passed
away on November 26, 2008 in West Bloomfield,
Michigan. He was born in Nadendla, Guntur District
in 1940. After completing his residency from
Tennessee State University, he moved to Detroit in
1979 where he worked as the Director of Psychiatry
at Clinton Valley Medical Center. He was the
founding member of Detroit Telugu Association. He
served North American Telugu community as Detroit

Telugu Association (DTA)
President in 1987 &1988 and
as the President of Telugu
Association of North America
(TANA) from 1989 – 1993. He
showed strong leadership
through his hard work,
commitment and great
vision. He introduced the
concept of Life Membership
and printing TANA Patrika
monthly to spread the
community news and to bring the community
together. Apart from his role in the development of
Telugu community in North America, he played a key
role in bringing the Telugu community across the
globe together through the birth of World Telugu
Federation (WTF). He will be greatly missed and be
remembered as a great individual, relentless worker
and the most inspirational Telugu personality of our
times. He is survived by his wife, daughter and three
sons. Our heartfelt sympathy goes out to his family.
Dr.Guthikonda Narasimha Rao passed away on
December 2, 2008 in
Plymouth, Michigan.
After his residency in
Pediatrics, he moved to
Detroit where he was in
a private practice .He
was
affiliated
to
Oakwood Hospital,
Dearborn Michigan
where he also served as
the
Chairman
of
Department
of
Pediatrics. He is well
known in the Detroit Telugu community and is
regarded as a great community leader. He served as
a trustee of SV temple and community center. His
services to the community were invaluable and
always be remembered.
He was born in Ayanapalem, Guntur District in 1946.
He is survived by his wife Dr.Suryakumari
Guthikonda (GMC alumnus & class of 1965) and two
daughters. Our heartfelt condolences go out to his
family.
GMCANA-June 2009
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Achievements
Dr.Appa Rao Mukkamala (’62), is recipient of the
American Medical Association (AMA) foundation’s
‘Dr.Nathan Davis International Award in Medicine
& Public Health’. AMA presents this award every
year for members who showed outstanding service
in the international arena. He was recognized for his
role in establishing NRI Medical College in Andhra
Pradesh which has dramatically impacted health care
in the community. We congratulate Dr.Mukkamala
for his achievements and wish him the very best.
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Sangeetha Tripuraneni,
daughter of Prabhakar (class
of ‘69) and Sujatha
Tripuraneni of San Diego,
CA, married Krishna, son of
Sireesh Kumari & Raja
Gopala Rao of Baltimore,
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Lily Jhansi Kunamaneni, born on
June 13, 2007. Parents: Raghu Krishna
Kunamneni & Katie Kunamneni
Proud grandparents are Basava
Purnaiah Kunamaneni (class of 1962)
& late Jhansi Lakshmi (Class of 1965).
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Anjali Devi Fox, born on Oct 8, 2007
Parents: Radhika and James Fox
Proud grandparents are Basava
Purnaiah Kunamaneni (class of
1962) & late Jhansi Lakshmi (Class
of 1965).
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Santosh Malempati, born on Jul 2,
2008. Parents: Padmavathi (class of
1987) & Kiran malempati.

Newly Weds

○

○

Maya Vatsala Reddy was born on
October 6, 2008. Parents: Vasundara
and Vikram Reddy.
Proud
grandparents are Tummala Vijaya
Prasad (class of 1971) and Phani.

○

Chakradhar son of Drs.
Padma and Krishnamurthy Gade (class of
‘71) , one of our
coordinators married
to
Sri
Lakshmi
daughter of Mrs. &
Dr.Akula Satyanaryana
on February 11th, 2009 in Rajahmundry and reception
was held in our GMCANA Auditorium.
Congratulations and wish wish the couple long
married life.

○

Kids Corner

○

Nilesh Tripuraneni: He
received first place in Physics
category at Intel ISEF 2009. His
parents are Bhaskar (’74) and
Indira Tripuraneni. Nilesh
qualified and competed in the
Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair (ISEF) all 4 yrs
of his High School and won 3
second place grand awards and
a First Place and Category best award in Physics and
Astronomy. He was also placed second in the
National Discovery Channel Young Scientists award
competition in his 8 the grade. Congratulations to
Nilesh and the Tripuraneni family and we wish him
all the best.
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MD on March 21, 2009 in San Diego, ca. Congratulations and wish the couple a long married life.
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Bineetha Chowdari Aluri had
a saree function on November
29, 2008 at her residence in
Yuma, Arizona. Her parents
are Bapuchand Aluri (class of
1981) & Rama Devi Aluri.
Grand
Parents
are
Ramamohan Rao Vadlamudi
(class of 1960) & madhubala.
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Keerthi Raja had a
saree function on
May 29, 2009 at her
residence in Odessa,
Texas. Her parents
are Usha Kurra (class
of 1983) and Pill G
Raja Kurra.
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MINUTES OF GENERAL BODY MEETING
September 2008
The annual general body meeting of GMCANA was conducted on September 1, 2008 during 11th biennial
reunion in Dallas, Texas.Uma Gavani, President of GMCANA called meeting to order. The minutes from
previous general body meeting from July 7, 2008 held in Washington, DC were approved. After this the
general body with more than one hundred members in attendance, observed few minutes of silence in
remembrance of some of our recently deceased members.
Uma Gavani presented various projects that have been completed at our Alma mater .these include
renovation of lecture galleries, Pediatrics project, Pathology specimen restoration and Bala Subramaniyan
Duggirala memorial projects. She thanked members for their generous support and also GMCANA
coordinators in Guntur who are very instrumental in completing these projects. She also presented the
status, detailed building plans and naming rights information for the Podila GMCANA super specialty &
Trauma center project.
Nageswara Rao Latchamsetty presented the Board of trustees report. He commended executive committee
for their leadership in moving forward with various projects. He also introduced Prasad Podila, our chief
donor of the Podila GMCANA project. Prasad Podila shared his thoughts about his involvement with this
project and also requested members of GMCANA to be a part of this project. GMCANA coordinators YVS
Prabhakar and Gade Krishna Murthy were among attendees. They addressed the meeting and presented
various projects for future consideration.
Srihari Das Kanuru, chairman of building committee announced members of the building committee. He
called for all alumni to come forward with their generous support in completion of Podila GMCANA
project. Ramaraja Bhushanudu Yalavarthy announced donors who came forward with their donations.
Ravikumar Tripuraneni presented the endowment committee report including new endowment funds and
recipients of 8th GMCANA awards... Babureddy Sagireddy presented the treasurer’s report. He announced
the various accounts and balances as well as the income and expenditure since the last general body meeting.
GMCANA 2008 directory was inaugurated by Y.Padmavathy, Professor & Head of the department of
Pathology, Guntur Medical College.
Nagarjuna Ponugoti, chairman of the nominating committee presented the committee report. He announced
the new executive committee with Satyanarayana Nelluri as President, Babureddy Sagireddy as Presidentelect, Siva Sagar Gummadi as Secretary and Venkateswara Rao Dharmavarapu as Treasurer. The new
members are Venkat Thota, Ramakrishna Gondi, Uday Tata, Srinivas Edara, Dinesh Karumanchi and Yasoda
Devabhakthuni.
The meeting was adjourned with a resolution to hold the next annual general body meeting in Chicago
during Telugu Association of North America conference during July 4th weekend of 2009.

GENERAL BODY MEETING
GMCANA 2009 annual general body meeting will be held on Saturday, 4th of July during
TANA conference at Chicago. We invite all Guntur Medical College alumni to attend this
meeting and participate in the planning of future projects.
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